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ABSTRACT This paper aims to make an overview of quantitative methods suitable for application in individual areas 
of logistics management, to show preconditions that have to be met for their application, and particularly 

to specify the main barriers preventing more effective utilization of these methods in the corporate practice.

Introduction
The most important for the present well-informed and 
demanding customers while deciding about purchase 
are availability, quickness of reaction and the provided 
services. A significant condition for a business to be suc-
cessful on the market is thus the supplier’s ability to meet 
the customer’s requirements to their full satisfaction. At 
the same time, the typical features of the present mar-
kets are changeability, high rate of change dynamics, dif-
ficult predictability, globalization, international migration, 
progress in the areas of information and communication 
technologies, transport development, bigger emphasis on 
the environment and creation of networks. All these fac-
tors significantly affect logistics and supply chain manage-
ment. However, isolated introduction of logistics solutions 
or a solution to just one area of problems in the logistics 
chain has only limited effectiveness, and so it is necessary 
to achieve overall optimization, coordination and synchro-
nization of all the activities within the logistics chain re-
lated to the key activities. Changes in area of logistics are 
important part of restructuring changes in business area 
.Progressive methods are being developed and applied 
in logistics using modern information and communication 
technologies, economic entities are being distinctly inter-
connected in networks, logistics costs are being thoroughly 
monitored and optimized through integration of purchase, 
production and distribution, coordination and cooperation 
not only with the customers but also with the suppliers 
are being deepened. All the above activities are aiming to 
achieve synergic effects. An important role is, without any 
doubt, played by quantitative methods as a tool support-
ing the management decision-making

Quantitative methods application in logistics manage-
ment 
Utilization of quantitative methods in management spread 
significantly after the Second World War in relation to the 
rapid development of the computing technology and infor-
mation systems and technologies. In the 60’s and 70’s, ap-
plication of quantitative methods and optimization models 
developed mostly within the so-called Operation Research. 
The thing that was emphasized from the very beginning 
was the system approach to problem solving, which ena-
bled getting over the partial and local interests in the com-
pany while solving manufacturing, supply, transport, and 
other operations. A typical problem of that time is the 
first model of inventory optimization looking for the EOQ 
(Economic Order Quantity), which is basically compromis-
ing countervailing of diverse interests of the production, 

storage and finance managers. Further development of 
application went parallel with development of manage-
ment from the so called operation management to the 
process management. The process management aims to 
steer in the integrated way not only individual operations, 
but also the entire processes, often going beyond the bor-
ders of individual enterprises. The development got as far 
as the requirements for integrated management of the 
whole supply chains and networks. This also gave rise to 
new quantitative methods application requirements in the 
meaning of optimization of the entire processes and net-
works. 

As an example, we can mention a problem of produc-
tion planning, where it is possible to apply a number of 
various methods like prediction of the demand, linear pro-
gramming, matching algorithms, etc. On the other hand, 
linear programming as a certain algorithm can be used for 
solving a number of further factually diverse problems like 
transport problems, mixing problems, etc. It is possible to 
give a lot of such examples. Present day logistics manage-
ment heading more and more obviously from material flow 
management in separate enterprises towards integrated 
material flow management in the entire supply chains and 
networks, places new challenges in front of the quantita-
tive methods applications, too. Basically, it is a shift from 
partial optimization in separate operations and partial pro-
cesses towards optimization of the global processes in the 
entire supply networks. 

In fact, production planning and scheduling is closely relat-
ed to inventory management, which can be, from the point 
of view of logistics, understood as more or less undesir-
able interruption in material flow smoothness. And thus we 
will here in after structure the overview of applicable quan-
titative methods into four mutually linked areas. 

1. Location models 
Models dealing with location of cooperating premises (pro-
duction plants, warehouses, etc.), among which the mate-
rial flows, half-finished products and products are moved, 
are an important area of quantitative methods applica-
tions in logistics. Location optimization then significantly 
helps decrease the transport costs, and so it is a part of 
the managers’ strategic decisions. Models can be classi-
fied according to the number of located premises, accord-
ing to the set of available sites, and according to the fact 
whether the number of premises is given in advance or it 
is necessary to determine it 
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2. Transportation models 
A large number of applications and models are document-
ed for the area of transportation. Apart from the classic 
transport problem, which belongs to the oldest optimiza-
tion models at all, it is possible to state a number of other 
tasks, as e.g. those concerning optimal connection of the 
sites, optimal routes within the networks, transport network 
throughput, etc.. A relatively comprehensive over-view of 
these methods and models, based largely on the theory 
of graphs and networks.  Travelling Salesman Problem is a 
specific transport problem. It is a task where more custom-
ers should be served in different locations in the way each 
of the customers is visited just once, and the salesman re-
turns to the point of departure

3. Production models 
The list of applications in this area can start with predic-
tion of the demand. It is primarily an area for application 
of statistical prognostic methods, especially extrapolation 
of trends on the basis of a time series analysis. Although 
in this case it is not explicitly the optimizing model, it is 
necessary to realize that the quality of the demand pre-
dictions has strong influence on the dynamics of the dis-
tribution systems and on the completeness, timeliness and 
quality of the services provided to the customers. That im-
plies that good prediction of the demand supports optimi-
zation. High quality prediction always requires combination 
of quantitative method with qualitative assessment of the 
situation on the basis of the managers’ experience and in-
tuition.

In the area of production management, you can meet a 
number of optimizing models. For instance, for the prod-
uct range planning you can use, on certain conditions, the 
classic linear programming model. This model can help de-
termine the optimal production structure and the produc-
tion quantities of individual products in the given planning 
period in the way the chosen purpose function (e.g. the 
sales, the added value, the profits, etc.) reaches the maxi-
mum possible value under the given limiting conditions. 
In the serial productions, it is possible to meet the task to 
find the optimal size of a series or a production batch. This 
task has a similar structure to seeking the optimal size of 
the order in the inventory theory. Another task of produc-
tion planning is production task scheduling, also known as 
the Calendar Planning. In some productions, particularly 
those of the mechanical character, you can meet the need 
for assigning individual production tasks to individual ma-
chines, workplaces, etc. For this purpose, it is possible to 
use so called assignment models

4. Inventory models 
A significant space for optimization is also provided by 
inventory models. Inventory is a byproduct of the mate-
rial flow in the whole supply chain. Inventory management 
aims to choose such a way of replenishment, maintenance 
and their utilization to ensure their economically effective 
functions in the whole supply chain. Practically, optimi-
zation in this case means balancing the following several 
types of storage costs: cost of storing individual items for 
unit quantities and periods, financial costs of maintaining 
the average inventory in the given period, cost of order-
ing and takeover of a supply, and potential cost and loss 
resulting from inventory shortage (business interruption, 
loss of customers, etc.). Inventory models are usually di-
vided into deterministic and stochastic ones, which count 
with accidental fluctuations in the demand and delivery 
time. That is why the stochastic models also include safety 
inventory, which can be a subject of optimization itself. The 

basic variables that are being decided about in the mod-
els are the order size and the order terms aka the ordering 
cycle. 

Barriers and problems of Quantitative Methods applica-
tions in enterprises 
Problems with quantitative methods applications and the 
reasons for their potential failure can be explained, on the 
one hand, by the wrong approaches of the managers as 
their users and, on the other hand, by the frequent short-
comings on the side of IT specialists and model authors. 

The above research implies that, as for the company man-
agers, it can be their ignorance of the possibilities being 
offered by quantitative methods at the present time, or it 
can be the general aversion to mathematical methods, but 
we have also met with excessive expectations leading to 
the corresponding larger disappointment in the case the 
applications did not bring the expected benefits. What 
is always important is the standpoint and support of the 
top management and potential inclusion of the applica-
tions into the strategic corporate plans. As for the efficient 
first line managers who commonly use some quantitative 
methods in their work, we have also found that they pro-
tect their own procedures as their specific “know how”, 
and they are not willing to disclose them to anyone else, 
and even less willing to disclose the exact algorithmization, 
which would make it possible to transfer their decision-
making process to a computer programm. It is required 
that the quantity of paper waste is as small as possible 
while the production plan is met. This task is obviously res-
oluble by linear programming. 

Overview of quantitative methods by application area of 
logistics activities

Areas of  Application                                              
Quantitative Methods and Models    

 
Conclusion
Present day logistics management is heading more and 
more obviously from material flow management in sepa-
rate enterprises towards integrated material flow man-
agement in the entire supply chains and networks. It thus 
places new challenges in front of the quantitative methods 
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applications. Basically, it is a shift from partial optimization 
in separate operations and partial processes towards opti-
mization of the global processes in the entire supply net-
works. This is closely linked with development of modern 
information systems and technologies

General aversion to mathematical methods and resist-
ance to changes in general, excessive expectations lead-
ing to the corresponding larger disappointment in the case 
the applications did not bring the expected benefit, not 
enough time of managers to analyze the problem and to 

solve it are main barriers of quantitative methods imple-
mentation. It was also found that even existing relatively 
sophisticated information system is not utilized within the 
entire company and that the staff  is not sufficiently trained 
and checked. Information sharing in the frame of the entire 
supply chain encounters the problem of mutual confidence 
between partners and the possibility of misusing this infor-
mation in the competitive environment. The quality and ef-
fectiveness of the entire process of supply chain manage-
ment will undoubtedly increase together with support of 
convenient and well-applied quantitative methods.


